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Experience. We are active on the energy market since 1991

Innovations and advanced technologies

Our devices installed in 26 countries all 

over the world

Confidence of leading companies: 

Gazprom, Rosseti, Lukoil, Tatneft, 

Surgutneftegaz, Tagraz holding

High quality standards

Sustainable growth 

About Company

We independently carry out the development, design, 
manufacture, installation and commissioning of power- generating 

equipment and its technical and service maintenance
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Fault indicators for Overhead Lines
Short-Circuit and Earth Fault Indicators

Cable fault locator
Communication units
Distribution network monitoring system

Control and monitoring devices for 
substation equipment

Specialized
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There are parts of intelligent management system OHL and substation 
equipment:

The monitoring and management complex for  overhead line                                          
networks based on Lodestar

The system of equipping substations with telecontrol
systems and feeder monitoring devices with
emergency processes localization functionality

Control and monitoring devices and software

for substation equipment

Intelligent Management
System 



А3OLTC monitoring 
and control

We offer devices for monitoring and control of transformers switching equipment.

Our equipment makes possible to automate the control
of a transformer’s drive tasks execution.

Built-in control mechanisms reduce the probability
of equipment failure due to human factors.

Due to the malfunctions detection at the initial
stage, secondary damage of equipment
components and allied equipment failure are
eliminated.

Data transfer to top-level systems allows
to increase the coordination and efficiency of
employees and units.
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Wide Range of Products family - one can choose a device that exactly fit your system
or use the same universal modes for different situations

Wide range of input types - Synchro transmitter,
Current loop output, Resistive sensor, BCD encoder,
RS-485

Wide range of data outputs - RS-232, RS-485,
Analog current loop, Relay outputs, Block
output signal

Highly configurable - versatility and
availability of different kinds of outputs
allow integrating the device with any PCS

Universal Monitor UP25 has all available
inputs and outputs integrated in one device

OLTC monitoring 
family UP
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Combination of controller and
monitoring functions results into:

Multiple enhancement of electrical
drive reliability of an operation
control;

Additional adjustment settings and
emergency diagnosis settings;

Space saving on a control
switchboard.

OLTC controller 
UP-100, UP-200
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Digital data transmission via RS 485/232;

Possibility of resistance compensation of
connecting wires;

Operates with all type of drives;

Maximum compactobility - space saving;

OLTC Position Regulators operation
control reliability enhancement as a result
of regulator and indicator functionality
combination;

Simultaneous monitoring of two busbars
and rapid control switching from one
busbar section to another.

OLTC controller 
UP-200



А3Transformer tap
sensors DP

Transformer tap sensors DP can be installed in the transformer changer drive

These sensors are available in two types of enclosures:

with the dimensions similar to those of synchro
transmitter BD404/ BD1404

45x88x62 mm - which is the optimum solution for
replacement of resistive sensors based on circular
selectors (for example, MZ-2, MZ-2)

The sensors represent both purely resistive
sensors and multifunctional sensors with analog
(0-5 mA, 0-20 mA, 4-20 mA, 0-5 V, 0-24 V) and
digital outputs (RS-232, RS-485)

DP-3 can be used with PDP-1, PDP-4, MA-1,
RNT-13 drives, as well as the other drives that
can be completed with synchro transmitters
(BD404 or BD1404) or other sensors with the
dimensions of BD404/ BD1404 type sensors
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DP-4 may be connected to the MZ-2, MZ-3, MZ-4 type drives

Sensor DP-4 is an electronic sensor of drive turn angle with
the signal conversion circuit; it can be used instead of
resistive sensor

Drive position sensor DP-5 is designed to determine
actual transformer tap on load

This sensor can be connected to SMA-7, SMA-9,
SHM, EM-1, MR, ED drives with the number of
contacts corresponding to the number of drive
positions

The sensor converts OLTC step number into
BCDcode. Sensor DP-5 has a BCD-output to
deliver transformer tap data to UP 25 OLTC
Position Monitors (to display the OLTC step
number on the control switchboard)
or to TM and PCS.

Transformer tap
sensors DP-4



А3Fault events recorder 
KAV-2

Mobile access from 
portable devices

External 
hard drive

USB flash 
driveWorkstation

Detection of emergency processes at electrical substations and distribution
networks;
Emergency processes registration with time referencing;
Determination of a power line damage location;
Working off-line or with a central server;
Embedding in SCADA systems;
Up to 16 discrete and 8 analog channels
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Thank you for your attention!

Tel: +7 499 450 55 07 
E-mail:  office@a3.energy

www.a3.energy

mailto:office@a3.energy
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